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10 Questions to Ask Before You’re Hacked, The Business Owners’ Pod Talk 

Cyber attacks keep happening, which is why if you’re a business owner, maybe a member of 

the Board, or a senior manager, there are questions you should be asking about your 

company’s vulnerability to hacking.  The question is, what are the questions?  Jeffrey Jensen 

has a list of questions that should be asked before a breach occurs.  That’s why he is a guest 

on this Business Owners’ Pod Talk.  Once an FBI special agent, then a Federal prosecutor, Jeff 

Jensen is now a partner in the St. Louis-headquartered law firm of Husch Blackwell.  I’m Jim 

Kendall, business columnist and advisor.  Jeff, start us off.  What questions should we be asking 

before our business gets hacked? 

Well, first, Jim, thank you very much for having me on today.  I really appreciate it and the key to 

your question is, I think, what questions should be asked before there’s been an intrusion or a 

hacking event.  So I’ve put together ten questions that are based on experience covering 

intrusions, responding to intrusions and helping companies prepare for such hacking incidents.  

And I’ll just run through them.   

(1) Do we have a breach response readiness plan and has it been tested? 

(2) Do we have cyber insurance?  If so, what types of losses are covered? 

(3) When was the last time we conducted penetration testing?  What were the results and what 

steps did we take to address any weaknesses? 

(4) When there is a breach, who will make up the response team?  Internally, the CEO, the 

general counsel, the CIO, public relations.  Externally, a law firm, forensic examiners, public 

relations and maybe even call center operators. 

(5) Assuming our network has been compromised, how will the response team communicate 

with each other?   

(6) Do we already have an engagement letter in place with a law firm?  If so, does the law firm 

already have engagement letters in place with a public relations firm and a forensics firm or 

will we be negotiating terms in a crisis? 

(7) Who will direct the investigation and engage external participants in a manner that protects 

the attorney-client privilege? 

(8) To avoid conducting research in a crisis, who is monitoring the breach notification 

requirements for the 47 states with notification laws, the relevant Federal agencies such as 

Health and Human Services, the Federal Trade Commission, the SEC and our contractual 

partners? 
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(9) Under what circumstances would we notify law enforcement, and if we decide to do so, have 

we established relationships with the relevant law enforcement agencies? 

(10) What business associates or other third parties hold our protected data, and what controls 

do we have in place over their data security? 

And Jim, those touch on many, many issues, but those are the ones that I would ask myself if I 

ran a small or medium-sized business and I’d also ask those of the person who would be 

responsible for responding to a breach, and then if you see the “deer in the headlights” look, 

there’s probably some work that needs to be done in advance, because they breaches will 

happen.  It’s not a question of whether an intrusion will happen, it’s really a question of when. 

(Jim) Well, that’s one thing I wanted to ask you.  You seemed to assume – and you’re not alone 

– but you seemed to assume that it’s almost inevitable that there’s going to be a breach.  So it’s 

less on prevention, I think, and more on how do we respond intelligently.  Am I right? 

(Jeff) That’s correct.  If you look at some of the larger breaches that have happened lately.  I 

mean, just think of Anthem or the Office of Personnel Management with the government, Fiat 

Chrysler with somebody taking remote control of a Jeep Cherokee.  These are entities that have 

very strong – typically have very strong security measures in place, but you simply can’t keep 

up with the hackers.  They’re always one step ahead and it’s just an inevitable event that there 

will be some sort of an intrusion.  So if you have a small or medium-sized business, you 

certainly can’t afford the same kinds of protections those larger companies have, and they are 

having problems.  I, on a very regular basis, respond to small and medium-sized business who 

have had intrusion problems or somehow are the subject of a computer crime where their 

money has been transferred from their accounts offshore – and it’s just a very common, 

common occurrence. 

(Jim) Do you find that most businesses have a response plan or is this, oh my gosh, the world 

has ended, what do we do? 

(Jeff) I’d say there’s a wide spectrum.  At one end of the spectrum, there are companies that 

have sophisticated response plans and we’ll help them develop those plans, and they’ll even do 

table top exercises.  They’ll practice a breach event.  And that’s one level of the spectrum.  On 

the other hand, you have people who just think that if there’s an intrusion, well, our IT person I’m 

sure is capable of handling that.  And they’re not thinking of all of the impacts of an intrusion.  

So I don’t want to go too much into detail, too much in the weeds, but when we go in before an 

intrusion and help set up a plan, we literally have ten tasks that are ongoing.  And in response to 

a breach, we have ten tasks that are ongoing.  Only one of those is the IT security itself.  You’ve 

also got legal, forensic, law enforcement, regulators, insurance coverage, public relations, what 

stakeholders do we need to notify, what contractual partners, what consumers do we need to 

notify and then, of course, at the end, there’s oftentimes a personnel management issue, 

depending on what allowed the breach to happen in the first place. 

(Jim) Jeff, you had a good list of questions.  Of those ten questions, what’s the most important 

one to ask?   
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(Jeff) I think the most important one is the one you just alluded to, do we have a breach 

response readiness plan.  And many people do not.  And then the second question, has it been 

tested.  Most importantly, there needs to be a plan in place.  Cyber insurance can be expensive, 

but that’s also an important one.  And then it really depends, Jim, on the type of data a company 

hosts or their third parties post on their behalf.  So there are certain types of data that are much 

more sensitive than other types.  Obviously, you think of sort of the patents or the secret sauce 

that a company might have.  That would be something that needs extra protection.  But then 

you need to have additional security layers around personal health information, if you are in a 

business that has people’s personal health information, or personally identifying information, 

and that’s defined differently by each state, but just for example, in Illinois, personal identifying 

information would be a person’s last name and a first initial or a first name connected with a 

series of types of account numbers.  So if you have a name and a social security name or a 

name and a credit card number, a name and a bank account number, the combination of those 

data fields means that that is particularly sensitive information.  So if there’s a breach of that 

type of information, then you have an obligation to notify those consumers, which can cause 

terrible reputational damage.  So all data can’t be protected, but the most sensitive data can be 

protected, and extra layers of protection need to be around that most sensitive data. 

(Jim) Jeff, if my data is stored outside the business.  Stored by a third party or a services 

provider. How do I check their security? 

(Jeff) Well, the best way to do it is to contractually lock in those partners to protect that security 

on your behalf.  So at least you have a defense if something were to happen.  You also can just 

ask the direct questions about what layers of protection do they have around your particularly 

sensitive data, and again, especially if it’s personally identifying information or health information 

– personal health information.  But you need to ask the hard questions up front and make sure 

they are contractually locked in to protect that data and are responsible for any breaches if they 

occur. 

(Jim) When do we call in or do we call in – I suspect we do so – when do we call in law 

enforcement? 

(Jeff) Well, that’s a critical question.  The easy answer is, you call in law enforcement when you 

know you’re going to have to be notifying consumers or regulators anyway, so you’re not giving 

out any incremental information.  I think that’s not the correct answer.  Many times I’ll go in and 

there will not be a need to notify people, but it’s a good idea to notify law enforcement anyway.  

And there are ways you can do that so that it doesn’t become public.  For example, I’ll ask a 

prosecutor to send me a grand jury subpoena first so that the information is covered by the 

secrecy rules of the grand jury, but in the event that the intrusion is worse than we initially 

thought and there are eventually notification requirements, that decision to not notify law 

enforcement up front can really have adverse consequences.  Because law enforcement can 

really help you in these situations or they can really hurt you.  You can imagine a press release 

that comes out about an intrusion.  It can either say that the company was assisting in the 

response or that the company failed to notify law enforcement up front and you’ve seen many 

examples of that in the media where there’s sort of an incremental disclosure over time, which is 
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a public relations nightmare.  So I try to harness law enforcement as soon as possible, but do it 

in a way that remains secret. 

(Jim) Earlier you touched on table top exercises, the practice of what you’re going to do.  That 

sounds to me like that’s a pretty important part of the process, but is it – how do you set that up? 

(Jeff) It is an important part, because it never goes perfectly.  I can tell you, Jim, I’ve never had 

one run perfectly.  There are always issues up front.  So the way we set it up is we tell certain 

people within a company that it’s going to happen, but then we essentially just pretend that 

there is an intrusion and test that plan that’s in place.  The most basic mistakes are, for 

example, there’s been an intrusion into a company network, and then people start talking about 

the intrusion over that same network that’s been compromised, rather than using, for example, 

cell phones and having voice conversations.  Some of the most basic mistakes can be made up 

front.  And then we run through it and we actually tell law enforcement we’re doing it and we’ll 

invite them in to be a part of the exercise and that helps develop long term relationship with 

regulators in law enforcement. 

(Jim) Jeff, how do listeners who want more discussion on cyber issues – and there’s certainly a 

lot of discussion – but how do they get in touch with you? 

(Jeff) The best way to get hold of me is through my email address which is 

Jeffrey.jensen@huschblackwell.com.  Jeffrey is J-E-F-F-R-E-Y.  Jensen is S-E-N and Husch is 

H-U-S-C-H.  So it’s Jeffrey.jensen@huschblackwell.com. 

(Jim) I’m Jim Kendall.  You can best connect with me at www.kendallcom.com.  Thanks for 

listening. 

 


